Introducing a Line of Shirts and Apparel
for Hula Hoopers
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About The Hooper Collection
A New Collection of Designs for the Hula Hoop Lover, by a Hula Hoop Lover
Are you having a hard time finding great shirts for hoopers online? Well, if you are, then The
Hooper Collection solves this problem for you.
The Hooper Collection was launched in late 2017 by Erica Preston. Erica Preston is a health and
fitness professional as well as entrepreneur. One of her missions is to provide quality health and
fitness resources for women. She firmly believes that a great increase in one’s quality of life can
be made through proper exercise, diet and sound mental health. Her profound love for hula hooping
gave her the idea to launch this line of apparel for hoopers. She also provides hula hoop fitness
classes in the Columbus, Ohio area. Details can be found here.
Finally, there is a large collection of hooping shirts and other merchandise designed specifically
for the hooping community. The Hooper Collection of hooping shirts has many unique designs.
The designs are simple yet signify the topic and are also available in various colors. They have a
range of styles to choose from too. These designs are available in cozy t-shirts, tank tops,
sweatshirts and many more styles. You can go online to the website and find a great hooping shirt
for yourself. This new creative online clothing store is yet another success for her as this shows
her love to the hooping community and charities that she is passionate about. The owner Erica
Preston mainly supports mental health, children and families with her line. A portion of the
proceeds of each and every item sold in her collection goes directly to The Anxiety and Depression
Association of America or Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio.
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About the Charites It Supports
Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio:
The Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio (RMHC) organization has been active for
the past three decades. They help families stay close to each other while one of them receives
needed medical care. Having a sick child at home or in the hospital can be incredibly difficult for
his or her parents or siblings financially as well as mentally. This charity offers children and
families a place to stay while a member of their family is receiving medical care. They have
around 137 guest rooms and it is considered as the largest house of this kind in the world right
now. Every night, there are hundreds of mothers, fathers, brothers, and sisters who come to stay at
The Ronald McDonald House. One of the best things about their location is that it is only steps
away from Nationwide Children’s Hospital. The Ronald McDonald House provides them a stable
environment in the middle of challenging times. Families can stay here and use the services for as
long as their family member is being treated in the hospital. Learn more here.

The Anxiety and Depression Association of America (ADAA)
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America (ADAA) is a nonprofit organization that is
dedicated to the treatment of mental health. It was founded in 1979. One of the things they are
dedicated to is prevention, treatment and cure of mental health disorders. They deal with many
mental health issues like anxiety, obsessive-compulsive behavior, depression, trauma-related
mental disorders and more. They help educate others on mental health topics. Further on, they do
research on these mental health related issues on a vast level. They also help people to find the
right treatments, support, and resources. They have helped over 22 million people just by the
content they provide on their website. People from all over the world view their website. Learn
more here.
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The Latest Designs
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Breaks and Paddles Design
This shirt was inspired by one of the creator’s favorite core
hooping moves. It currently comes in two tank top styles, a
sweatshirt, t-shirt, mug and sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of each item sold will go directly to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America

Click Here to View
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The Fire Hooper Design
This design had hoopers who love to play with fire hoops in
mind. It currently comes in a tank top, hoodie, two t-shirts, a
coffee mug and a sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of every item sold of this design will
go to Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio.

View Design Here.
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The Flow State of Mind Design
This design was inspired by the flow state that a hooper can
evolve to when becoming one with the hoop. It currently comes
in two t-shirts, two couple tank tops, a coffee mug, sticker,
pillow, towel and much more.
A portion of the proceeds of each item sold in this campaign will
go directly to The Anxiety and Depression Association of
America.
View the Design Here
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Got LED Design
This shirt had the beauty of LED hooping in mind. It currently
comes in a tank and hoodie as well as a coffee mug and sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of every item sold of this design will
go to Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio.

View this design here.
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Core Hooper Design
This design had hoopers who mostly enjoy on body hooping in
mind. It currently comes in a tank top, hoodie, two t-shirts and a
sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of every item sold of this design will
go to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America.

View This Design Here.
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The Hoop Retreat Bound Design
This design was inspired by the various self-reflecting hoop
retreats available for hoopers all over the world.
It currently comes in three tanks styles, a t-shirt, sticker and
coffee mug.
A portion of the proceeds of each item sold will go directly to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America.
View This Design Here
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The Hooping Heals Design
This design was inspired by the healing effect that hooping can
have on one’s mind, body and soul. It currently comes in two
tanks styles, two t-shirt styles, a coffee mug and a sticker.
A portion of the proceeds will go directly to Ronald
McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio.

View the Design Here
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The Hoop Love Design
This was meant to for the hooper who wants to make a bold
statement about their hooping practice. It currently comes in two
tanks styles, two t-shirt styles, a hoodie, coffee cup and a sticker.
A portion of the proceeds will go directly to Ronald McDonald
House Charities of Central Ohio.
View This Design Here
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Hashtag Insta Hooper Shirt
This shirt was inspired by the countless hoopers who post their amazing
videos and share their hooping journeys on Instagram. It currently comes
in a tank top, two t-shirts, a hoodie and a sticker.

A portion of the proceeds of each item sold will go directly to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America

View This Design Here
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The Hoops, Dreads and Bass Design
This shirt had the hoopers who love to flow in a crowd with
great music playing. It currently comes in a tank top, three tshirts, hoodie, tote bag, coffee mug and a sticker
A portion of the proceeds of each item sold will go directly to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America

View This Design Here
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The Iso Pop Design
Inspired by a signature move, this design currently comes in a
tank top, a short sleeve shirt, long sleeve shirt, hoodie, tote bag,
coffee cup and sticker.
A portion of the proceeds will go directly to Ronald McDonald
House Charities of Central Ohio.

View This Design Here.
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The Grow with Your Flow Design
This design was inspired by the numerous ways a hooper can
evolve in their hoop practice. It currently comes in a tank top,
hoodie, two t -shirts and a sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of every item sold of this design will
go to Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio.
View It Here.
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The Hashtag Happy Hooping Design
This shirt was inspired by one of the most universal hooping
phrases. It currently comes in a tank top, two t-shirts, a hoodie,
coffee mug and a sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of each item sold will go directly to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America.

View This Item Here.
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The Organic Hooper Design
This shirt was inspired by the uniqueness of each amazing
hooper’s flow.
It currently comes in two tank styles, a t-shirt, hoodie, coffee
mug and sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of each item sold will go directly to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America.
View the Design Here
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The Cruelty-Free Hooping Design
This shirt was inspired by the peace one receives from their
hoop practice and the to spread it. It currently comes in a tank
top, two t-shirt styles, a hoodie, coffee mug and sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of every item sold of this design will
go to Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio.
View the Design Here
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The Hashtag Flow Arts Design
This design celebrates flow arts in general. It currently comes in
a three tank top styles, a long sleeve shirt, hoodie, coffee mug,
pillow, wall tapestry, flag, poster and sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of every item sold of this design will
go to Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Ohio.

Click Here to View this Design
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The Hoop Meditation Design
A sort of sequel to the Flow State of Mind Shirt, this design is
inspired by the relaxing vibe that can come with hooping. It
currently comes in three tank top styles, hoodie, two short sleeve
t-shirt styles, three long sleeve t-shirt styles, coffee mug and
sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of each item sold will go directly to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America

Click Here to View the Design
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The I’d Rather Be Hooping Design
This design has any fun loving hooper in mind. It currently
comes in a tank top, two shirt sleeve t-shirt styles, a long sleeve
shirt, coffee mug and sticker.
A portion of the proceeds of each item sold will go directly to
The Anxiety and Depression Association of America.
Click Here to View the Design
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Be sure to like/follow
The Hooper Collection on
Facebook and Instagram

www.facebook.com/thehoopercollection
www.instagram.com/hoopercollection

The Hooper Collection Europe is in Progress
Happy Hooping
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